Refilling Your McKinley Prescriptions

Check out the Pharmacy web page at www.mckinley.illinois.edu/pharmacy or call 244-2511 (24 hours a day).

**Prescription refill orders** from students eligible for McKinley services are taken by:

1. Going to the McKinley Pharmacy web page at www.mckinley.illinois.edu/pharmacy and clicking on “REFILLS.”

OR

2. Calling this automated number: 244-2511. When you call, leave the following information on the tape:
   - Your name
   - Your (U of I) ID#  
   - Your phone number
   - The prescription number – a seven digit number just above your name on the prescription label

3. Come to the McKinley Pharmacy and wait for your refill. This option is especially helpful when you are in a hurry and need your refill that same day.

Pick up your refills at the McKinley Pharmacy, Monday through Saturday (please allow at least 24 hours). If your prescription can be refilled, there will be a notation in the lower left portion of the prescription label.

**Need to transfer your prescription in from another pharmacy?**

Visit the www.mckinley.illinois.edu/pharmacy and click on “on-line prescription transfer or refill.”

If you are a registered University of Illinois student and you have questions or concerns, or need to make an appointment, please call: **Dial-A-Nurse at 333-2700**

If you are concerned about any difference in your treatment plan and the information in this handout, you are advised to contact your health care provider.

Visit the McKinley Health Center Web site at: **http://www.mckinley.illinois.edu**